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aspects of the photo-allisotropic elasticity method are systematically =lalysed and its
for stress analysis of composites is examined. Various theories and proposals for interpnting the photoelastic response of the birefringent com~ositeshave been comprehensively studied
3nd critically evaluated in order to establish a firm basis for the mrthod. The application potential of
tkb method is demonstrated and the shortcomings are exposed with a view to improve the method
with further investigations. An exhaustive bibliography, compiled on chronological order, is presented.
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Pih and Knight1 initiated the use of transpar&t,birefringent composites with anisotropic
&tic and optical properties. These orthotropic materials are for model studies using
ltansmission photo-elasticity. Recently many investigations have been conducted in
this direction for fabrication of suitable model materials and to interpret their photoresponse.
The birefringent composites are manufactured using glass fibres embedded in a birefrlogent resin matrix having a matching refractive index. The elastic and birefringent
properties of the composite materials depend o n the properties of the individual
Wnstituents.

Pih and Knight1 developed a stress-optic law based o n a stress proportioning techn$ue. Late; Sampsons formulated a stress-optic law which hypothesised the concept
0fMohr-circle of birefringence. In this concept three photoelastic constants are involved

~
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to photoelastically charscterisa these new materials. Bert14 applied ~
h
theory of photoelasticity for an orthotropic C r y s t a ~ l esystem to develop a generalthaorl
of photo-orthotropie elasticity and showed that the con~eptof Mohr's circle of birefrin
gence as proposed by Sampson is a direct result of tensorial nature of birefringence.

ally a d Prabhakaranl0 suggested a method for fabricating transparent birefrinpent
models and cniployed a stress-strain model to predict the three fundamental photoelastic constants based upon the properties of the constituents.

Jan Cernosek* used the theory of unitary system of retarders to verify the existing
theories of photo-orthotropic elasticity @henomenological theory and stress-propor
tioning concept) and discussed the effect of heterogeneity of the material on photoelastic
response.
Further investigations have been conducted to verify the method suggested for intm.
preting the photoalastic response of birefringent composite^^^^ 8s. to predict tbe optical
characteristics from component propertieslo, 27, 3' and towards application of tho
method for practical problem^^^^^^^'^. Some of these investigations are of exploratory
nature and conclusions are suggestive but incomplete in realising the phenomena.
Various theories and proposals for interpreting the photoelastic response of the
birefringent composites have been critioally evaluated to establish a firm basis for tb
method.

2. Anisotropic theory
The composite materials are generally anisotropic and the basic unit considered is an
orthotropic lamina generally fabricated out of a matrix unidirectionally reinforced wilg
rebtiuely stiff and strong fibres. In a macro-meohanical analysis the theory of eLpsti*
city for orthotropic materials will hold good.

The basic equations as applied to two-dimensional orthotropic composites are:
(i) Equilibrium equations

The strain wmpatibility equation
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For an orthotropic sheet in which applied stresses are not in general coincident with the
ixzs of orthotropy, the stress-strain relations (Hooke's law) can be written as

St, are the elastic compliances.

With the help of eqns. (3) and (1) we can reformulate the compatibility equationqnto
he form

By introducing the stress function d, (Airy's), where

into eqn. (4) we obtain

For the special case, in which stresses act in directions parallel or perpendicular to the
orthotropic axes (S,, = S,, = O), eqn. (6) becomes

b4 CJ

+ (S,, + 2S1,)

-

b4 d,
ax2
+ Sa, b4
ax.

In an isotropic solid (S,, = S,, = 112 (S,,

+ ZS,,))

= 0.

(7)

eqn. (7) takes the form

Tne solution of any one of the eqns. (h), (7) or (8), subject to appropriate boundary
conditions, represents a typical plane stress problem.
It will be observed by inspection that the solutioa to the isotropic problem (eqn. (8))
depends on the geometry of the structure, whereas solution to either of the orthotropic
WS. (6) and (7) depends on both geometry and relation between the elastic constants.

2.L Ortlumopic constants
For the case where stresses act in directions parallel or perpendicular to the orthotropic
a w which usually coincide with the parallel and perpendicular to fibre directions in
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unidi;e:tionrtlly reinforced composites, the stress-strain relations can be written
respect to the orthotropic co-ordin@es (Fig. I).

The compliance terms can be written in terms of engineering symbols as

s,

=

-E,1

Due to symmetry of the sttoss-strain matrix we havc
'tr

EI =

VJ, &

I

co-ordinates
LT-Orthotrw~ic co-ordinates
L--Parallel to fibre orientation
T-Transverse to fibre orientation
FIG.1. OttbOtrouic lamina and wordinate systam.
XY-Arbitrary
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~h~ compatibility eqn. (7) can now be written as

of in terms of Stresses as

,

K, and K, are called orthotropic constants which characterise the orthotropic medium,
The stress distribution in such an orthotropic medium depends on these constants.
~t may be noted that thc constar.ts depend on the ratio of elactic modulii.
2.2. Graphic representation of anisotropy

The variation of elastic constants with changes of direction can be represented graphic d y by several methods. One method is to plot distances proportional to elastic
modulii in each direction (Fig. 2).

E,

=

E , cos"

+ 2GL, sin a cosa + E, singa.

(1 7 )

Another way to represent the variation is by employing the direction curve given by the
following relation (Fig. 3):

where A and B are given by eqns. (15) and (16). At times the coefkients of strain are
plotted with respect to direction to obtain the curve of coefficients of strain (Fig. 4).
r

-

KS,,'

(19)

where K = scale factor
and S,,= S,, cos' a

+ 2S1, sin a cos a + S,

3. Photoelastic response of composites

3.1. Circle of birefringence
Consider the isotropic stress-optic law
V)

- 08

=

Nf,

singa.
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Curve 1. Boron-epoxy composite

-G,,

30 x 10"- kg/cm2
3 x 10Skg/cm2
= 1 - 2 x 106kgicmz
v,* = 0.25

E,
E,

Curve 2. Glass-epoxy composite

E, = 7 x 106kg/cma
E, = 2.5 x 106kg/cm2
c,*= 0.8 x lO"kg/~m'
v,* = 0-25

FIG.

2. Variation of elastic modulus with direction for typical composites.

where N is Fringe order per unit thmkness and fa is the stress-optic coefficimt. But
0
lr

-O*

Y--

+O*

k

.{?+)'

when combined, eqns. (21) and (22) yield

+T.g2]

(22)
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Cwe 1. Boron-epoxy cornyosite
E, = 30 x 103kg/cm2
EI = 3 x lo6kg/cmP
,t = 1.2 x 10'kg/cma

Cum 2. Glass-epoxy composite
106kg/cm"
x 10Pkg/cmP
Gzt -- 0.8 x 1O6k~/crnB
El = 7 x
4 = 2.5

= 0.25
A=2

v ~ t= 0-25
A = 3.125

B=0,1

B = 0.56

Fro. 3. Direction curves for typical composites

For the anisotropic materials the stress-optic law should have the same form as eqn. (23)
but possess three independent stress-optic coefficients f,, f, and f,,,then

Here it can be seen that the birefringent components contributed by each component
ofplane stress are combined according t o a circle of birefringence ~ ~ ~ C e The
p t . ComPoW+nbof birefringence are defined as
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Curve 2. Glass-epoxy composite

Curve 1. Boron-epoay compoiite
.9,,

-

S,, = 1 . 4

9.33 x 19-'cma/kg

Sss= 12.5 x 1W6cma/@

Sas= 8 . 3 x liSecm'/kg
SIr =

-0483 x

.: I T 0 cmz/ly

Set= 4 x 1W6cmz/kg

.SZr = 3.3 x 10-%malkg.

Srs=

13-6cm'/kg

- 0.35

X

10-'cme/kg

Fro. 4. Curves of coafficieois of strain for typical composites.

Then the circle of birefringence can be developed as (Fig. 5)

N"- = (N,

- N J e + (2Nn,)Z

h;,2 = !L+%

f

N/2

N, - N, = N cos 211'
N,

=

N_
2

sin 28'.
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FIG.5. Circle of birefringence.
how, from the isochromatic fringe order and isolinic parameter we can obtain the
following relationships :

3.2. Strain-optic law
The classical strain-optic law for isotropic materials can be expressed as
e, - e, = Nfe.
(30)
The principal strains, expressed in terms of arbitrary co-ordinate system, x, y, are

(34)
The stress-strain relationships for an anisotropic material, subjected to a state of plane
stress is given by eqn. (3). When the medium possesses a plane of elastic symmetry S,,
and S?, the shear coupling compliance terms vanish, then

(e

-

eJ2

=

[(&, - Sl,)cn- 6 % ~- S L A G I ~

W2= (sea r1J2
when mmbiied, eqns. (34), (35) and (36) yield the strain-optic law

(35)
(36)
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Hence there exst definite relatlonslllys between the Slrebb optic coefficients 2nd the stmlr.
optic coefficients which can he obtained by comparing coefficients of stress cornponeat.
from eqns. (37) and (24).
f = = f , -

(S,, - S,,)

-

a

" =-A

f

(S,,

f.,=f-

st 6

- S12)= & f = as.

(381

The compliance terms S,, can be expressed m terms ol' engineering
matend by eqn. (10) Then

81 = R*
B2

=

P3

=

properties of

a

= qv,,
E,

(39'

GI*

4. Interpretation of photoelastic data
The photoelastic data will provide a relation hetwecn normal stresses [eqns. (28) a d
(2911.
cr, - Klu, = Nf,cos 28' = N f,Dl cos 20'
(401
N
N
(411
K, ,z, = fnY sin 28' = -2 -Pe A sin 28'
where 8' is the optical isoclinic and

a

(42)

For isotropic matorials the strain fringe value f, and stress fringe value f, are related as

E

f"- l ---+ v f..
Similar relations for orthotropic cases are

(431
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orthotropic square plate model was: fabricated by embedding transplrent glass fibres
unidirectionally in a n epoxy matrix of matching refractive index (Ara[ditc
Cy 230 + Hardner HY 951 f Dibutyl phthaiate, 100 10 t 10). The fibre volume
fraction was estimated by separating the fibres by burning off the r a i n at an elevated
temperature (around 500" C) in a furnace. The fibre volume fraction in this case was
5.28%.

+

The orthotropic constants were determined from the elast~cconstants evaluated usinp
tansile specimens. These constants f o ~the two cases studied are as follows :

Fibres horizontal K:

= 1.32
K,2 = 0.487.

The models were loaded under partial edge comprossioi~(in plane) and tha corresponding
isochrotnatlc patterns are presented in Fig. 6. Typical isoclinic patteins are presented
m Fig. 7.
The quality of the fringes improves when the fibres are well dispersed in the matrix
and entrapped air bubbles are not present. For clear fringes a a d transparency of
the model, the refractive indicos of both the malrix and the fibres should be the same.

FIG.6. Typical i no chromatic paitems (light field) for an orthotropic square plate subjected to ln-plano
loading (a. parallel to fibre direction, b. Normal to ilbre direction).
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Fw. 7. Typical iiozlinlc pattern for s square plate subjected Lo in-plane loadins (a.
C. 30'. d. 45").

a",

6.

ly,

Tha residual birzfringencz introduced due to qhrinkagc o r resin during curing is to be
pccounted in analysiny the fringe data. The zeio order fringes indicate either zcio
stress region or points where isotropic strains (not isotropic stress) exist.

4 . 2 . Separation IJJstvcsses

From the photoelartic data one obtains a lmeac relationrhip between the normal
stresses and shear stress at each point. The separate values of normal stresses can be
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.ihe numzrical procedure is similar to that used in isotropic case. However, ir ,nay be
aomd that in general on,, = 0 but rather

,

G ~ ,=

Po cos 28,

where Po = tangent stress
and 8, = physical isoclinic.

After obtaining a,

,

I%is constitutes complete solution of the problem.

The equation or equilibrium for a n element in cylindrical GO-ordinatesis

$5 0, - ce = 0.
cs,
-;
+

' r a =Po cxx 28,
..*ti

".

8. Typical integration grid for shear difference method.
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Assuming no body forces, the stress-optic law is

By substituting

(5,

- a e ) obtained from aqn. (49), eqn. (50) becomes

Equation (51) can be used in its finite difference form to evaluate a, along a ra4$

lime.
Another method is by employing the numerical solut~onof orthotropic compati&y
equation expressed in terms of stresses

+

where S = 5,
K:a,
1531
and K, and Kz are the orthotropic constants. Equation (52) can be put in finite
difference form using the standard procedure. The recurring relation for Sat ~ a j
interior mesh point 0 (i,jj becomes
S4,j = S ~ A I +
, , Sc-I,, f ~ S < , , ++
I S,,g-JKW (1 + K 3 .
(%
Along the free boundaries, the photoelastic data give the value of the prin*
stresses. On loaded boundaries, one of the principal stresses is known; hence, frw
the photoelastic data the stress components can be calculated. After obiaim@
boundary valuas. eqn. (56) can bc used t o calculate the values of S in the 'interior'
muth the help of an iteration programme.

Then, the values of a, and G , can be calculated knowing the value o f S and
photoelastic dsta.
S Nf s-.cos 2%'
5 = -"
Kf+K

+

and
a,=S-Kza,
whme K = f#..
The shear stress is given by
r,, =

sin 20'.

5. Prediction of biefringenee of composites

The optical response in terms of fringe order due to each constituent is algebraicaj?
summed up to give the total retardation as

N = N9 + N ,
(where f and m represent fibre qnd matrix respectively).

6%
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%ir a;g&raic summing neglects any influence of rotation of principal stresses as the
2&t p p g a t e s through the heterogeneous conlposite. In the simplest case the photo&tic ~ n s t a n t sin orthotropic case can be represented by

ming in this manuei, the photoelastic constants fL,
j; and f,, are analogous to the
;hit constants E,, E, and G,, and for a unidirectionally-reinforced composite. The
ha of mixtures focmulae for computmg elastic constants can be analogously derived
$ the

photoelastic constarts. Then

Qaabove relations can be modified by cons~deringmore realistic (also more complex)
?ness-strainmodelsz6,34.
i me isoclinic paradox

Be anisotropic elasticity theory says that the principal stresses and strains are in general
w non-coincident except a t certain points of symmetry in an anisotropic elastic
wdia. This deviation can be obtained exactly in theory. But in photo-anisotropic
&&city, the problem involved is in the interpretation of the optical isoclinic and in
&mining the exact principal stress or strain directiocs from the measured parameter.
k hevheilable literature in this regard is suggestive but a unique conclusion in this
isgard is absent.
Pih and Knight1 observed that the optical isoclinic angle differed considerably from
physical isoclinic angle and Sampsons suggested that the optical isoclinic angle is
OXhff
of the angle between the fibre direction and the direction of the principal compo%nt of birefringence as determined by Mohr-circle. Prabhakaran81 investigated the
&os
in orthotropic photoelastic models and suggested that they can be intetpreted
bj circle of birefringence concept and as a s approximation the principal strain angles
i?c closer compared to the principal strass angles. Jan CernosekZ8 showed that the
omeous composite material is a simple linear retarder and no rotation is present.
Suggests that the stress-optical constant and parameter of optical isoclinic can be
m t e l y predicted even if the residual birefringence is present in the unloaded speciBat. Pipes and Rosez2 hypothesised the isoclinic angle to bc equal to the principal
&a direction of equivalent homogeneous anisotropic medium and expressed the
Lhat the actual heterogeneity of tho materials might be expected to alter the
of the isoclinic parameter.
'$e
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PrabhaLaran3' employed a stress strain modal to determine the principal direction,
in the constituents. He observed that the principal strain directions for the corn,,osite5
are significantly different from the principal stress directions. Also the principal ditcd.
tions for the constituents are different from each other and are both different from
principal stress or strain directions for the composite. He also observed that
principal strain directions for the matrix are close to that of the ccnrposjte as a
However, no proper explanation is given to validate these observations. ~h~
coincidence of principal directions in con~tituentsin a way suggests lack of cornpa!i.
bility and inadequacy of the stress-strain model t o predict the gross behaviour.

6.1. Correction for isoclinic angle
~ h basicprinciple
c
of isotropic photoelasticity theory is that plane-polarized light vxto7
is
into two components which aIe parallel t o principal stress or strain a16
a t each point in a birefringent medium. Extinction fringes called isoclinics are p,.
duced when the principal axes are oriented parallel or perpendicular to the poiarizer,
The straia optic law suggests that the light vector is resolved into components which arc
paraUel to the principal strain axes. Unlike isotropic materjals, the anisotropy of the
materials yield non-coincident principal stress and strain directions. The actual hatem
geneity of the material might be expected t o alter the physics of the isoclinic parameter
The principal strain direction is given by

This is the plane on which there is no shear strain but not necessarily zero shear sum.
The direction of the planes of principal stress (i.e., planes on which shear stress bvl
not necessarily shear strain is zero) is then given by

tanze,

=

5.

th:r

GI

The angles 0, and 8, are angles subtended between the plane wh~chhas the fibre z&%
as nomllill and the plane of principal strain or principal stress respectively.
For isotropic materials, E = 2G (1 + v ) and then eqns. (65) and (66) are identitxi
or the planes of principal stress and strain are coincident.
From cqns. (65) and (66) we may write for the plane case in which a, = 0, h t

w h ' i is an equation describing the difference between the directions of the pIanrnP
'
principal sttess and strain in terms of orthotropic elastic constants. Obvlousl~for nr
isotropic material ( A = I ) the isoclinics of strew and strain are coincident
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using eqn. (67) we can obtain the principal stress angles from principal strain direcUPU.

horvineqns (28) and (29) the optical isoclinic Parameter may be replaced by the principal

ms angles.
1
.tan 28'
B" - 2- t a n - ~ ( - ~ ) .

(67)

The deviation of 0, from 0' and its depndence on

.; is demonstrated

in Fig. 9.

Using the above concept, the shear stresses and a relation between nor~nslstresses
obtained along different sections for the orthotropic square plate modd.
= CIF, ssin 28,
(68)
vL- C,G,= N F , cos 28,
(69)
where C, = F,,/2i7,, C? = F J F ,

F,

- f'

For isotropic mateiials, G = E/2 (1

M
F&

20

30

+ v) and hence d = 1 and 0,

4.0

= 8' (observed).

50

9. Doviation of isoclinic angle (83 from principal stress angle and ih dependence on

1.

$6
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G ~ ,are co!nputed along the hurironral axis for tb
vo cases of loading (parallel and perpendicular to fibres). Thc results are p r e s e n ~

~ 1 stress
, ~
components om and

I

.

Fig. 10.

Scope for further research

'or fruitcul application of the photo-anisotropic elasticity for stress analysis of cornPo.
.tes, certain fundamental difficulties are t o be molved. Further investigations
quired to characterisc the birefringent composites. both mechanically and optically
y minimum experimental measurements, but with high reliability and confidence',

-

-

'

--

(e

Plbres vertical
=2,(r5, K: = 0 . 5 5 )
Fibres horizontal (K: = 1-82, Kg = 0.487)

Fm. la. Distribution of a, and

W edge compression.

0,

along the axis O X for the orthotropic square plates sub?dd

lr:
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&lostof the advanced conlposite materials (graphite-epoxy, boron-epoxy, boronaluminium,etc.) are neither birefringcnt nor transparent. This necessitates develop.
mcntof suitable modc! ~ilaterialsand techniques to represent these materials.
The available theories are t o be consolidated and improved to uniquely characteriSe
(These have been
pr[lp accomplished in this paper.)
and realise the photoelastio response of the birefringent composites.

~tis also necessary t o investigate the lamination effects (coupling effects) in addition
This
:quires a photoelastic model which can be stress-frozen. Some exploratory investigations in this direction are available in literature.
to the macroscopic anisotropic effects (properties depending on orientation).

In effect the broad class of problems t o be tackled are :
(i) Development of suitable transparent birefringent model material.
(ii) Development of proper calibration techniques for mechanical and optical
characterisation of birefringent composites.

(iii) Development of suitable (reliable) method for interpretation of experimental data.
(iv) Definite understanding of the micro-mechanical phenomena and its contribution
to macroscopic optical and mechanical properties.
8. Disenssion and conclusion

1. The isochromatics and isoclinics from an anisotropic bicefringent medium can be
interpreted t o obtain the strains inducing them.

2. The deformation and the resulting strain is the fundamental cause for change in
lattice orientation and spacing and hence the resulting optical phenomena can be
interpreted based on a strain-optic rule.
3. Prediction of optical and mechanical properties based on stress proportioning and
stress-strain models are useful in designing birefringent anisotropic models and
experiments. However, influence of variations within layers, between layers (interfaces) and frequency of composite components are to he accounted for, for more
realistic prediction.

4. The coincidence of the circle of birefringence concept and the isotropic strain-optic
coefficient suggests a uniqueness in the theory a f photo-anisotropic elasticity. This
will be beneficial from application point of view.
5. 'Fhe whole field optical patterns provide an immediate comparison and verification
f0l anisotropic elasticity theory; and it is possible to evaluate the quantitative
values of stress components from the optical data.
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- elastic modulii along the orthotropic axes
- components of strain in orthotropic co-ordinates
- components of strain in cartesian co-ordinates

-

strain-optic constant

- stress-optic constants in orthotropic co-ordinates
- stress-optic constants in cartesian co-ordinates

-

stress-optic constants in cylindrical co-ordinates

-

represent orthotropic axes

- shear modulus
- orthotrapic constants
- isochromatic fringe order
cylindrical co-ordinate axes
ehstic compliances
volume fraction
cartesian co-ordinate axes
included angle between orthotropio axis and a pneral direction
derived elastic constants
Poisson's ratio
Partial derivative
Airy's stress function
represent normal stress components
represent shear stress components
optical (observed) isoclinic angle
principal stress angle
principal strain an&
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